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• 
MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF 
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 
February 08, 2000 
The Regents of the University of New Mexico met on Tuesday, February 8, 2000, in the Roberts 
Room of Scholes Hall. A copy of the public notice is on file in the Office of the President. 
Regents Present: 
Larry D. Willard, President 
David A. Archuleta, Vice President 
Mary A. Tang, Secretary/Treasurer 
Jason Bousliman 
Jack L. Fortner 
Judith C. Herrera 
Regent Absent: 
Richard Toliver 
Also Present: 
Advisors to the Regents 
Eric Anaya, President, Associated Students ofUNM 
Brian Colon, President, Graduate and Professional Students Association 
Rick Maes, President, Staff Council 
Maria Raby-Mondragon, President, Alumni Association 
Members of the Administration, the Media and others 
Absent: 
John Geissman, President, Faculty Senate 
Ann Rhoades, President, UNM Foundation 
****** 
EXECUTIVE SESSION 
Immediately following the open meeting on January 11, 2000, the Regents met in executive 
session regarding pending/threatened litigation, pursuant to Section 10-15-1-H. (7) NMSA 1978, 
and limited personnel matters, pursuant to Section 10-15-1-H.(2) NMSA 1978. All Regents 
were present and hereby attest that the only matters discussed in the executive session were 
pending/threatened litigation and personnel matters as noticed. 
****** 
Regent President Larry D. Willard called the meeting to order at 1 :00 p.m. 
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****** 
ADOPTION .. OF AGENDA 
Regent Herrera moved to adopt the agenda. Regent Fortner seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
~ 
****** 
PUBLIC INPUT 
There was no public input. 
****** 
APPROVAL OF SUMMARIZED MINUTES OF THE JANUARY 11, 2000 BOARD 
MEETING 
Regent Herrera moved for approval of the summarized minutes of the January 11,2000 Board 
( meeting. Regent Fortner seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was, taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried .. 
****** 
ADMINISTRATIVE REPORT - UNM PRESIDENT WILLIAM C. GORDON 
Update on Current Legislative Session 
Preside~t Gordon th'anked Alumni Association Board members for hosting the Legislative 
Appreciation Reception on February 7 in Santa Fe. He also expressed his thanks and 
appreciation to the Regents and the large number of persons from UNM who participated in the 
public hearings and assisted with specific issues that arose over the past few weeks. 
• House Bill 2 
House Bill 2 is now in the Senate. President Gordon said he was not sure to ~hat extent 
the campus community realized how devastating House Bill 2 actually was to the UNM 
Budget. The proposed 7% reduction in out-of-state tuition waivers would leave the 
• 
• 
University with two options: either to pass the increased cost on to the students or to • 
absorb the cost, which for UNM would be $1 million. Furthermore, failure in the Bill to 
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reduce tuition credit for extended learning courses, which the University counted on 
because currently it has to support extended learning to some degree out of its Main 
Campus I&G, would cost about $800,000. Additionally, there is a 56% increase in risk 
management premiums to all higher education this year (directly tied to'!,workers' 
compensation and the failure to charge for this compensation over the past few years). 
As the Senate considers House Bill 2, UNM Administration, Regents and other members 
of the University community are working very hard with Senate members in an attempt 
to rectify the foregoing situation. In the current scenario, the Senate Finance Committee 
has recommended a level compensation increase for higher education faculty' and staff of 
3.25%. Although salary and compensation were decreased, the Committee has retrofitted 
some items that pose great difficulties for the University's main operating budget. It has 
recommended that tuition credit for extended learning courses be reduced on campus 
levels and has also reduced the 7% reduction in out-of-state tuition waivers to 2.5%, 
which would be a major saving. The Committee has also put approximately $1 million 
back into higher education workers' compensation support to offset some of the 
additional risk management premium costs. Nonetheless, whatever the scenario may be, 
the fact is this is a balancing act: taking from one line and putting it into another. 
Obviously, UNM is recommending and encouraging the Legislature to find new monies 
to supplement the higher education budget in these critical areas. President Gordon noted 
one positive recommendation, that of$100,00 for graduate student research, W;hich had 
not been in House Bill 2. 
• Lottery Scholarship Program 
A number of bills are circulating in the Legislature pertaining to the Lottery Scholarship 
Program. Of these, one introduced by Senator Michael Sanchez, author of the original 
Lottery Scholarship Bill, would shift the proportion of funding that comes out of the 
Lottery revenues from a 60-40 split to a 50-50 split. It would not be a permanent solution 
to keeping the program afloat, but it would at least provide support at the same level as in 
the past through this coming year. 
• Capital Outlay Projects 
The highest priority in this category has been funding for a new building for the School 
of Architecture and Planning. President Gordon said he knew this item had a great deal 
of support in the Legislature, but as of the moment the outcome was unknown. 
Rebuttal of Letter in the Daily Lobo 
President Gordon said he wished to take the liberty of responding to an open letter addressed to 
him by staff and published in the Daily Lobo this morning. The letter posed several questions: 
What is the Administration's view on leveling the percentage increases for faculty and staff and 
does it really support that? Assuming that differential allocations are received this year for 
faculty and staff, what does Administration intend to do about them? 
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President Gordon commented that it was a mystery to him how the answer to the first question 
could be a mystery to anyone, since the University put a 6% salary and compensation increase • 
for faculty and staff before the Legislature as its highest priority. All of the Presidents who 
comprise the Presidents' Council have publicly and openly supported equivalent percentage 
increases for faculty and staff, and privately emphasized that position in their conversations with 
the legislators. If salary and compensation in House Bill 2 have not moved in the desired 
direction, the Presidents have certainly argued very strongly with members of the Senate that 
they be leveled-which they are in the latest version. It should also be remembered that last 
year, when differential percentages had been appropriated for faculty and staff, UNM leveled 
those percentages and awarded equivalent percentage increases to faculty and staff, even though 
it did so at the risk of being inconsistent with legislative intent. 
As for what would be done this year, the University has several difficulties to cope with in terms 
of faculty and staff salary compensation. UNM has always had to deal with the difference 
between the legislative base and the University's actual base, having to find extra funding within 
the University to supplement what is appropriated in order to give the percentage increases the 
Legislature talks about. It is, however, premature to talk about differentials and what internal 
manipulations the University might have to make. But what the University has tried to do is to 
make such manipulations as best it could to be consistent with what its principles have been in 
terms of compensation allocations. 
The Ronald E. McNair Scholars Program 
Named for Ronald E. McNair, the first African-American astronaut and one of the astronauts • 
who died in the Challenger explosion in 1986, the Ronald E. McNair Scholars Program is 
specifically designed to increase the number of first gener~tion college students who go on to 
graduate education. The program will be supported by the U.S. Department of Education at 
$200,000 per year over the next four years and will focus on students who do not usually have 
higher education role models or mentors within their homes and families. It will provide 
mentors within the University as well as research opportunities and financial help in hopes of 
encouraging those students who might have ended their education with a BA or BS degree to 
achieve advanced degrees. 
21 st Century Speakers Series 
President Gordon thanked the Board of Regents for providing initial funding for the 21 st Century 
Speakers Series and Vice President Judy Jones for putting the series together. The Spring 
Semester 2000 series begins with lectures by three Nobel Peace Prize Laureates: Betty Williams 
(February 12); Oscar Arias Sanchez (February 25); and Adolfo Perez Esquivel (March 9). 
Passing of Professors Albert M. (Bert) Kudo and Rita M. Angel 
President Gordon said he wanted to mention two long-time faculty members who recently passed 
away. Both had tremendous impact on the University. 
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Professor Bert Kudo from the Earthand Planetary Sciences Department was at UNM for 33 
years and will clearly be remembered by thousands of students as their favorite professor. Not 
only was his freshman geology course the introductory science course for many students, but he 
spent a great deal oftime and effort designing interdisciplinary science courses to better educate 
students in the College of Education in terms of their science requirements. Bert was honored on 
his retirement last December, and everyone at UNM is very saddened by his death. 
Professor Rita Angel, who taught at UNM for 24 years, passed away in early January. She was 
not only an outstanding faculty member, beloved by her students, but also a very accomplished 
pianist who performed all over the United States, including Carnegie Hall. The campus . 
community will certainly miss Rita, too. 
President Gordon concluded his administrative report. 
****** 
COMMENTS FROM REGENTS' ADVISORS 
Rick Maes, President. Staff Council 
Mr. Maes announced that Staff has placed 60 persons in the mentoring program established by 
Dr. Peter White, and that number will be increased. Staff Council feels this effort adds 
significantly to what Staff can bring to UNM students . 
Mr. Maes thanked Administration for its support and for its clarity in communication. He said 
that not everyone gets the message, but Staff will continue to let them know how the system 
works. He said the tuition credit system needs to be revisited and hopefully soon. Staff 
Council's Salary Committee is preparing several positions and will look into the tuition credit 
system to see how much it would take to change it, comparing it to other universities. The 
university system in New York State has a different system for allocating money and it makes 
them a lot more responsive. It might be a model Staff Council would want to put forward. 
Brian Colon, President. GPSA 
Mr. Colon said that GPSA has worked hard in Santa Fe along with UNM Administration, 
especially to secure funding for graduate research and development at UNM. He thanked 
Administration for its support and for giving GPSA a prominent display on the brochure 
promoting the University's goals and agenda, which he felt played no small part in generating 
the amendment to House Bill 2. 
GPSA is working with ASUNM and Outreach in bringing Senator Jeff Bingaman back to the 
University for his annual leadership workshop. This year the Senator is adding a presentation on 
North Campus for the Law, Medicine and Pharmacy Schools. 
Eric Anaya, President. ASUNM 
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Mr. Anaya said that ASUNM is working on an end-of-the-year report on ASUNM activities to • 
be presented at the May meeting of the Board of Regents. This will be the first time such a 
report will have been made. 
ASUNM has also been active in Santa Fe, focusing mainly on the Lottery Scholarship that 
directly affects undergraduate students. 
Maria Raby-Mondrag6n, President, Alumni Association 
Ms. Raby-Mondrag6n thanked everyone who attended the Association's Legislators 
Appreciation Reception in Santa Fe last night. It was a very successful event despite the 
Senate's being back in session for a good portion of the evening. 64 legislators-a record 
number for recent years--attended the reception along with more than 225 other guests. 
On March 3, the Alumni Association Board of Directors' Luncheon will be held. Ted Martinez 
will be honored with the Bernard S. Rodey Award and the Faculty Teaching Award will be 
presented to Professor Fred Harris. 
The Alumni Association is inaugurating a new program called "The Twelve Strangers to 
Dinner." Each dinner will be hosted at an alumnus's home, and will bring together faculty, 
alumni and students to share ideas and information. 
The Association will celebrate Lobo Day in Albuquerque with two events. The first will take • 
place on Saturday, February 12, when the Association will join the Anderson Schools of 
Management in sponsoring the Howl at the Lobo Theater. The second event will be 
Albuquerque Lobo Day at the Sheraton Uptown on Thursday, February 17. 
****** 
COMMENTS FROM REGENTS 
Regent Bousliman said he would like to direct his comments to the students. Every year, he said, 
when the Regents look at cost of attendance tuition raises, the headline in the paper the next day 
is "Regents Raise Tuition." Students should know that right now in Santa Fe, the State 
Legislature is raising their tuition, and the University is fighting to circumvent that. The tuition 
credit just may be a done deal, but there are further setbacks to the University's budget, and he 
said he was concerned that students would not see the connection as it crossed the Regents' 
table. Therefore, he wanted to make students very aware that the Regents have to react and have 
to give the faculty and staff the raises they deserve and have to do it within the confines of the 
budget the State Legislature gives the Regents. He said he felt strongly that the student 
governments are working very hard in this and that he had a lot of confidence in them. He noted 
he was not saying that students were not doing their job, because they were. What he was saying 
was in the nature of information, so students are aware of the facts. Regent Bousliman urged 
students who care about this issue and wish to contact the legislators to call GPSA and ASUNM 
for the numbers. 
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Regent Tang expressed her appreciation to President Gordon for his words about the late 
Professors Kudo and Angel, and noted that President Gordon himselflost a brother-in-law last 
week. She commended President Gordon, his staff and the students for showing their loyalty to 
UNM by going to Santa Fe and fighting for the School in the way they have. 
Regent Willard said he thought everyone agreed with Regent Tang and certainly appreciated all 
the efforts being put forth with the Legislature. It is neither a small effort nor a small battle, and 
the level of commitment that has been received is greatly appreciated. 
****** 
CONSENT AGENDA 
Regent Herrera moved to approve the Consent Agenda. Regent Tang seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
A. Appointments to UNM Health Sciences Center Medical Staff 
The Health Sciences Center Clinical Operations Board recommends approval of the 
appointments to the UNM Health Sciences Center Medical Staff. 
A copy ofthe appointments is hereby made a part of these minutes as Exhibit A. 
B. Surplus Property Disposition List Dated 01/24/2000 
The Finance and Facilities Committee recommends approval to dispose of property as listed on 
the surplus property list dated 01/2412000. 
A copy of the list is hereby made a part of these minutes as Exhibit B. 
****** 
CONTRACT: ROADRUNNERSUPERCLUSTERUPGRADE 
Prior to the Board's action on the $1.5 million contract to upgrade the RoadRunner Supercluster, 
Dr. Frank Gilfeather, Executive Director of the High Performance Computing Education & 
Research Center, presented his annual update on the Center. The Center, which began in 1994 
and consists of the Albuquerque and Maui High Performance Computing Centers, is the largest 
external program at the University. Total external grants and contract activity over the past 
seven years now exceeds $150 million. The two centers are coordinated in mission with research 
and development primarily handled in Albuquerque and development production in Maui. As 
one of the strategic centers of the University, the Albuquerque operation is tied very closely to 
campus and student activities. 
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Dr. Gilfeather highlighted his review by pointing out that the federal budget now has tremendous 
opportunities in science and technology, not the least for UNM faculty. There have been 
tremendous increases in the federal research and development budget this year, and UNM 
matches them very well. Both nanoelectronics and biomedical research, for instance, are big 
areas. The National Science Foundation has had its largest budget increase ever and in 
Information & Technology, which is UNM's area, NSF has taken a 43% increase. UNM intends 
to work very hard on a competitive basis to bring as much of that as possible to New Mexico. 
New Mexico is very well placed for this because it is the world's leader in high performance 
computer clustering, i.e., superclusters. Moreover, UNM is pioneering in the world with what is 
called production superc1usters. Both Los Alamos and Sandia have specific dedicated 
superclusters, but UNM is actually making them open to many users. Dr. Gilfeather noted that 
the Maui High Performance Computing Center was part of President Clinton's budget, so it had 
its own budget line in the Department of Defense now. All in all, the High Performance 
Computing Education & Research Center is very fortunate in terms of its funding. 
Bruce Cherrin, Director of Purchasing, requested Board of Regents' approval of the $1.5 million 
contract for the RoadRunner Superc1uster upgrade. 
Regent Archuleta moved for approval of the contract. Regent Herrera seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
****** 
CAPITAL PROJECTIPLANNING APPROVAL: LOBO GOLF TEAM OFFICES ON 
SOUTH CAMPUS 
Roger Lujan, Director of Facility Planning, requested approval for the construction of new 
offices for the intercollegiate golf program on the South Campus. The project consists of 1,400 
sq ft of new office space for men and women's golf coaches and their assistants plus conference 
and support space. The facility will be located due north of the existing pavilion building on the 
south golf course overlooking the 18th green. Project budget is $150,000, of which $50,000 is 
from 1999 NM State Severance Tax Bond proceeds and $100,000 from Patty Howard, a private 
donor. 
Regent David Archuleta moved for project approval. Regent Fortner seconded the motion. 
Regent Tang commented that she still felt very strongly about the athletics programs that had to 
be let go and would like to see a revival of some of those programs. She wondered if there might 
be a way to secure funding of the sort that will pay for the golf team offices. She said she still 
heard about gymnastics and felt that ifthere was anyway encouragement of this kind could be 
given to the former programs, she woul~ appreciate seeing that. 
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Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved . 
Motion carried. 
****** 
Regent Tang moved to adjourn the open meeting and go into closed session. Regent Fortner 
seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
****** 
Open meeting adjourned at 1 :50 p.m. 
****** 
EXECUTIVE SESSION , 
Immediately following the open meeting, the Regents met in executive session regarding 
pending/threatened litigation, pursuant to Section 10-15-1-H.(7) NMSA 1978, and limited 
personnel matters, pursuant to Section 10-15-1-H.(2) NMSA 1978. The executive session was 
noticed. 
****** 
APPROVED: 
ATTEST: 
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FORMB 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 
/ 
HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER 
TO: UNM BOARD OF REGENTS 
FROM: HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER CLINICAL OPERATIONS BOARD 
SUBJECT: Recommendation to the Board of Regents to approve appointments to 
UNM Health Sciences Center Medical Staff 
For presentation at the Board of Regents' meeting on February 8, 2000. 
APPLICABLE REGENTS' POLICY: RPM 2.13.2 
REQUESTED ACTION: Approval of the appointments to the UNM Health Sciences 
Center Medical Staff. 
PERMANENT REAPPOINTMENTS 2000/2001: 
Emergency Medicine 
Michael Howard, MD 
Michelle Johnson, MD 
Barry Krakow, MD 
Pediatrics 
Margaret Armstrong, MD 
Deborah Hall, MD 
Stanley Handmaker, MD 
L. Clark Hansbarger, MD 
Gerard Holmes, MD 
Andrew Hsi, MD 
Carmen Inigo, MD 
John Johnson, MD 
Robert Katz, MD 
Judith Ledman, MD 
Susan Mathew, MD 
Elizabeth Matthews, MD 
Sandra Milan, MD 
Ruth Mac Curdy, MD 
Jane McGrath, MD 
Deborah McGrew, MD 
Grace Nadell, MD 
Scott Obenshain, MD 
Renee Ornelas, MD 
• 
• 
• 
PERMANENT REAPPOINTMENTS 2000/2001 (CONT.): 
Pediatrics 
Gary Overturf, MD 
Lucille Papile, MD 
Brad Raisher, MD 
Joel Saland, MD 
Renate Savich, MD 
Eileen Yager, MD 
Psychiatry 
Lisa Forrest, MD 
Antonio Goncalves, PhD 
L. Roger Hammand, MD 
Marcia Harris, PhD 
Tamara Kodis, MD 
Piyadasa Kodituwakku, PhD. 
John Lauriello, MD 
Diana Quinn, MD 
Diana Valdez, PhD 
Surgerv 
Nevan Baldwin, MD 
Myriam Curet, MD 
Bijan Eghtesad, MD 
Donald Fry, MD 
Fred Herzon, MD 
Jerry Jones, MD 
Mark Langsfeld, MD 
Reuben Last, MD 
Michael Nelson, MD 
Anthony Smith, MD 
Bruce Storrs, MD 
William Talbot, MD 
PROVISIONAL TO PERMANENT APPOINTMENTS: 
Family & Community Medicine 
Antoinette Benton, MD 
Matias Vega, MD 
Pathology 
Charles Palmer, MD 
David Viswanatha, MD 
Pediatrics 
Prasad Mathew, MD 
Susan Mathew, MD 
John Phillips, MD 
Surgery 
Mary Fogerty, MD 
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PERMANENT APPOINTMENTS: 
Family & Community Medicine 
James Delgado, MD 
Janeen Maas, MD 
Medicine 
Janice Knoefel, MD 
Surgerv 
William Loutfy, MD 
Alan McNabb, MD 
Marvin Strohschein, DDS 
Charles Tatlock, DDS 
EXPANSION OF PRIVILEGES: 
Psychiatry 
Carol Fryer, MD 
PENDING APPROVAL BY THE HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER CLINICAL 
OPERATIONS BOARD: February 4, 2000. 
RECOMMENDED FOR APPROVAL: 
I);J~ 
William C. Gordon, Ph.D. 
President, University of New Mexico 
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 
TO: UNM BOARD OF REGENTS 
FROM: FINANCE AND FACILITIES COMMITTEE 
SUBJECT: DISPOSITION OF SURPLUS PROPERTY ON LIST DATED 1124/2000 
RELATIVE TO REGENTS' POLICY #: 7.9 Business and Finance Matters: 
Property Management 
For presentation at the Board of Regents on February 8, 2000. 
REQUESTED ACTION: 
Recommend to the Board of Regents approval to dispose of the property listed on the Surplus Property 
Disposition List Dated 1/24/2000. 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION: 
Please see the enclosed discussion. Staff will be present to brief the Board. 
APPROVED BY THE BOARD OF REGENTS' FINANCE AND FACILITIES COMMITTEE: 
JANUARY 31, 2000. 
Approved for submission: 
William C. Gordon 
President 
1. • • • 
Surplus Property Department 
Disposition Approval List 
0112412000 
Page 1 of25 
lJNM II) Dept. Turning In Equip Description Manufacturer Model Serial Year Acqu. Cost ReasonDeleted 
31899 SOM-CELL BIOLOGY & BALANCE ANAL YTICAL METTLER N/A 137001 1965 SI,130.00 Beyond Repairs 
62815 SOM-MOL GENETICSI FREEZER HOWARD Quality Line 45QS 1968 S893.00 Beyond Repairs 
66143 HSC-SHOP SERVICES FUNCTION GENERA TOR HEWLETT PACKAR 3300A 809-03925 1969 S658.00 Beyond Repairs 
69533 PHYS PLANT-AUTOMO PICKUP FORD FORD F-IOO F 1 OGKM02694 1971 S2,455.00 Obsolete 
72528 SURPLUS PROPERTY- LIGHT TABLE RICHARDS GFL3040 59 1970 SI,412.00 Obsolete 
74600 PHYS PLANT-AUTOMO PICKUP FORD FORD F-IOO FIOGKP64227 1972 S2,31 1.00 Obsolete 
83020 PHYS PLANT-SHOP & F TRUCK CHEVROLET CHEVROLET C-30 CCE332H 155720 1972 SI0,054.00 Obsolete 
84580 SURPLUS PROPERTY- INCUBATOR NATIONAL N/A N/A 1973 SI,640.00 Obsolete 
94665 PHYS PLANT-AUTOMO PICKUP TRUCK CHEVROLET CHEVROLET C-10 CCV145S144644 1975 S3,635.00 Obsolete 
94666 PHYS PLANT-AUTOMO PICKUP TRUCK CHEVROLET CHEVROLET C-10 CCV145S 144490 1975 $3,635.00 Obsolete 
99548 PHYS PLANT-AUTOMO PICKUP FORD FORD F-250 F25HRZ00354 1977 $4,763.00 Obsolete 
99591 GOLF COURSES PICKUP TRUCK CHEVROLET CHEVROLET 1/2 TON PIU CCU 148S 136880 1978 $4,219.00 Obsolete 
103274 PHYS PLANT-AUTOMO TRACTOR CASE CASE 580-B 8753636 1975 $15,166.00 Obsolete 
105237 SURPLUS PROPERTY- lVC VCR lVC CP-5000U 07013295 1976 $1,431.00 Beyond Repairs 
111835 COLLEGE OF PHARMA SPECTROPHOTOMETER COLEMAN 44 1535 1976 S750.00 Beyond Repairs 
115301 SOM-MEDICINE FREEZER HOBART HF-I 356-71-953 1977 $1,194.00 Beyond Repairs 
121116 COMPUTING CENTER! TYPEWRITER IBM N/A 2985510 1978 S520.00 Obsolete 
2. 
• • • 
UNM ID Dept. Turning In Equip Description Manufacturer Model Serial Year Acqu. Cost Reason Deleted 
130245 PHYS PLANT-AUTOMO STATION WAGON CHEVROL CHEVROLET IMPALA 1 L35L9C 127786 1979 $6,304.00 Obsolete 
130274 PHYS PLANT-AUTOMO UTILITY CHEVROLET CHEVROLET SUBURBAN CKL269Fl37581 1979 $9,646.00 Obsolete 
130278 PHYS PLANT-AUTOMO SEDAN CHEVROLET CHEVROLET #274 IL69G9C114775 1979 $6,154.00 Obsolete 
130297 PHYS PLANT-AREA 0 VAN DODGE DODGE B-IOO B211EAK I 05359 1980 $5,971.00 Obsolete 
132735 SOM-NEUROLOGY TYPEWRITER IBM N/A 4633646 1979 $745.00 Obsolete 
140112 PHYS PLANT-AUTOMO PICKUP FORD FORD F-100 FI5EPHD6415 1980 $5,465.00 Obsolctc 
142361 PHYS PLANT-AUTOMO PICKUP FORD FORD FIRE SAFETY SGTBXCI3290 1980 $6,736.00 Obsolete 
146298 VALENCIA BRANCH TYPEWRITER IBM N/A 6520863 1982 $703.00 Obsolete 
146337 VALENCIA BRANCH TYPEWRITER IBM N/A 6520862 1982 $703.00 Obsolete 
146794 VALENCIA BRANCH TRANSPARMCY MAKER 3M N/A 7880147077 1982 $727.00 Obsolete 
147523 VALENCIA BRANCH TYPEWRITER IBM N/A 6893057 1982 $830.00 Obsolete 
149666 GEOGRAPHY COpy CAMERA UNKNOWN/OTHER ASD N/A 1982 $2,655.00 Beyond Repairs 
153337 SURPLUS PROPERTY- LEITZ DENSITOMETER LEITZ XIC 90784 1984 $2,851.00 Beyond Repairs 
154034 GEOGRAPHY MAP LABEL MAKER KROY KROY 20218 1982 $514.00 Obsolete 
155300 PHYS PLANT-AUTOMO UTILITY CHEVROLET CHEVROLET SUBURBAN I G8GK26M5DF I 00607 1983 $13,240.00 Obsolete 
156337 ART MUSEUM LIGHT IMP CUTTER UNKNOWN CHN 210-4S Q-20 1983 $549.00 Obsolete 
158296 PHYSICS & ASTRONO ELECT. MODULE BERTAN ASSOCIAT 315 500 1983 $635.00 Beyond Repairs 
160233 V ALENClA BRANCH TYPEWRITER BROTHER EM 85 C51210191 1986 $596.00 Obsolete 
162273 PHYS PLANT-AUTOMO SEDAN CHEVROLET CHEVROLET #172 IGIAWI9XIE6910522 1984 $7,492.00 Obsolete 
164480 SOM-FAMIL Y & COM TYPEWRITER BROTHER EM200 131546798 1984 $1,065.00 Beyond Repain 
3. • • • 
UNM ID Dept. Turning In Equip Description Manufacturer Model Serial Year Aequ. Cost ReasonDeleted 
164925 COMPUTING CENTERJ PRINTER EPSON FXIOO 389623 1985 $875.00 Obsolete 
165216 PHYSICS & ASTRONO LABORA TOR Y AID EDUC ELEC N!A N/A 1985 $595.00 Beyond Repairs 
165892 RECRUITMENT SERVI TYPEWRITER IBM SELl/ I BROWN 7209853 1984 $848.00 Obsolete 
167054 BIOLOGY LINE PRINTER TABLE TOSHIBA WTZ2060R003 PR7380 1985 $650.00 Obsolete 
I I> 7522 EDUC-NM RESRCII.& S 80 TAPE LETTER MACHINE KROY 80 65776 1985 $595.00 Beyond Repairs 
169730 BIOLOGY CPU ZENITH ZF-151-52 515DF0275C 1985 $1,842.00 Obsolete 
169734 BIOLOGY PRINTER TEXAS INSTRUMEN 865 2186450113 1985 $965.00 Beyond Repairs 
170388 PHYS PLANT-AUTOMO SEDAN FORD FORD LTD 40 IFABP39MIFG206915 1985 $11,078.00 Obsolete 
170389 PHYS PLANT-AUTOMO STAT[ON WAGON CHEVROL CHEVROLET CAPRICE IGIBN35H4FXI57212 1985 $10,262.00 Obsolete 
170492 SOM-DEPT OF NEURO LIQUID SCINTILA T[ON BECKMAN LSI801 7012995 1985 $18,832.00 Beyond Repairs 
171167 PHYS PLANT-AUTOMO STATION WAGON CHEVROL CHEVROLET CAPRICE IGIBN35H2FXI57211 1985 $10,262.00 Obsolete 
171611 SURPLUS PROPERTY- COMPUTER SUN SUN3 528C002 1986 $22,944.00 Beyond Repairs 
171692 STUDENT GOVERNME PHOTOMETER SPECTRA STAR 52-C 00383 1986 $656.00 Beyond Rep.;" 
[72272 SOM-NEUROLOGY LANIER TRANSCRIBER LANIER OMNI P-128 1609203 1986 $808.00 Beyond Repairs 
172273 SOM-NEUROLOGY LANIER TRANSCRIBER LANIER OMNI P-128 1609205 1986 $808.00 Beyond Repairs 
172472 HSC-DIGITAL PRlNTIN CPU COMPUTER IBM 5170 2103205170 1986 $6,104.00 Beyond Repa;" 
172565 COLLEGE OF FINE ART CPU COMPUTER ZENITH N/A 547DC0037 1986 $1,589.00 Beyond Rep.;" 
172669 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU ZENITH ZW158-42 537DF0480 1986 $1,999.00 Obsolete 
172994 SURPLUS PROPERTY- ZENITH COMPUTER ZEN[TH ZW15843 607DF0652 1986 $1,999.00 Beyond Repairs 
173483 SURPLUS PROPERTY- OVEN BLUE M ELECTRIC DL-132C-3 DL-196 1988 $1,740.00 Obsolete 
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173972 MECHANICAL ENGINE LASERJET PRINTER HEWLEIT PACKAR 2686A 2424J99644 1986 $2,207.00 Beyond Repairs 
175298 GOLF COURSES PICKUP CHEVROLET CHEVROLET 3/4 TON 1 GCDC 14N8FS 149046 1985 $7,896.00 Obsolete 
175624 SURPLUS PROPERTY· CPU ZENITH ZF158-42 612DC0937 1986 $1,518.00 Obsolele 
175682 EDUC·COLLEGE OF ED CPU COMPUTER ZENITH ZF·158·42 6230H0328 1986 $1,460.00 Beyond Repain 
175820 MAXWELL MUSEUM TYPEWRITER BROTHER EM·85 K51645620 1986 $596.00 Beyond Repairs 
176150 SURPLUS PROPERTY· BERNOULLI BOX IOMEGA Al20H 016LY 1987 $2,509.00 Obsolete 
176401 SURPLUS PROPERTY· TERMINAL DIGITAL VT240 AB616002C4 1987 $1,114.00 Beyond Repairs 
176406 SURPLUS PROPERTY· TERMINAL DIGITAL VT240 AB6 I 600806 1987 $1,114.00 Beyond Repairs 
176768 SURPLUS PROPERTY· TERMINAL DIGITAL VT240 AB6I 600AA6 1987 $1,114.00 Beyond Repairs 
177872 SURPLUS PROPERTY· PROJECTOR LIMELIGHT N/A 6428001 1987 $3,563.00 Obsolete 
177873 SURPLUS PROPERTY· PROJECTOR LIMELIGHT N/A 6418012 1987 $3,563.00 Obsolete 
178324 SOM·MOL GENETICSI HP PLOITER HEWLEIT PACKAR N/A 2541A68601 1987 $1,276.00 Beyond Repairs 
178610 LlBRARY·a. BUNTING PRINTER EPSON N/A POOO0833 1987 $873.00 Beyond Repairs 
179295 SURPLUS PROPERTY· XEROX TYPEWRITER XEROX 6020 03C·251301 1987 $1,130.00 Obsolete 
179355. COMPUTER SCIENCE MULTIPORT REPEATER DIGITAL DEMPRAA AS71307250 1986 $1,730.00 Beyond Repairs 
179672 SURPLUS PROPERTY· SHANDON CYTODPIN SHANDON CYTOSPIN MA·810902L 1987 $3,727.00 Beyond Repairs 
180234 BIOLOGY INTEGRATOR SHIMADZU C·R3A 54437LP 1987 $1,826.00 Beyond Repairs 
181036 SURPLUS PROPERTY· LASER JET HEWLEIT PACKAR LASERJET II 2652J98613 1987 $2,495.00 Obsolete 
181139 HSC·ASSOC VP FINAN LASERJET PRINTER HEWLEIT PACKAR 33440A 2718J83660 1987 $1,747.00 Beyond Repairs 
181372 MECHANICAL ENGINE CPU COMPUTER ZENITH Z·159 742CE0549 1988 $1,669.00 Beyond Repairs 
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181959 BIOLOGY CPU APPlE MAC II F80818UM5000 1988 $5,467.00 Obsolete 
182018 SURPLUS PROPERTY· CPU ZENITH ZENITH ZDH·1117·BO 743CD0309 1988 $1,021.00 Obsolete 
182688, CENTER FOR HIGH TE MONITOR NEC JCI402HMA 7XC02839A 1988 $767.00 Beyond Repairs 
182996 SOM·FAMIL Y & COM PRINTER HEWLETT PACKAR 33440A 2743134515 1988 $1,644.00 Obsolete 
183182 SURPLUS PROPERTY· CPU DELL 200 0116V 1988 $3,160.00 Beyond Repairs 
183217 SOM·EMS ACADEMY MVTRAJLER PARKHURST TAG·A·LONG PSO-47·2-481 1980 $1,145.00 Obsolete 
183220 SOM·EMS ACADEMY MVTRAJLER PARKHURST TAG·A·LONG P80·47·2-484 1980 $1,145.00 Obsolete 
183255 SURPLUS PROPERTY· LASER JET HEWLETT PACKAR 33440A 2743J21406 1988 $2,364.00 Obsolete 
183907 SURPLUS PROPERTY· ELECTROBALANCE PERKIN ELMER TGSI 78700 1987 $6,700.00 Beyond Repairs 
183912 COMPUTER SCIENCE CPU SUN 819F2212 P703380 1988 $6,435.00 Beyond Repairs 
184035 ALUMNI RELATIONS 0 PRINTER EPSON FX286E 12043794 1988 $569.00 Obsolete 
184069 SURPLUS PROPERTY· LASER PRINTER DIGITAL LN03A 70336 1989 $3,683.00 Beyond Repairs 
18411 I ELECTRICAL & COMP ILLUMINAT LIGHT SYSTEM BENCHER 428 N/A 1988 $1,499.00 Obsolete 
184317 SURPLUS PROPERTY· MONITOR MEDASSOC N/A N/A 1989 $49,000.00 Beyond Repairs 
184338 SURPLUS PROPERTY· CPU IBM 50 727142531 1989 $4,765.00 Beyond Repairs 
184661 SURPLUS PROPERTY· TERMINAL DIGITAL VT330 TA830I3650 1989 $1,768.00 Beyond Repairs 
184793 SURPLUS PROPERTY· WYSE PC WYSE M310 37525 1988 $3,592.00 Beyond Repairs 
184906 SURPLUS PROPERTY· CPU APPLE M5830 F844FNJM5835 1989 $14,427.00 Beyond Repai" 
184978 SURPLUS PROPERTY· DELFIELD REFRIGERATOR LOW BOY 2472 1185RM 1989 $2,655.00 Beyond Repairs 
184982 BIOLOGY LASER PRINTER APPLE M6000 CA8394GP 1989 $2,680.00 Beyond Repairs 
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184986 BIOLOGY UTILITY CHEVROLET CHEVROLET CV20906 IGNGV26KOKFI14611 1989 $17,283.00 Obooie.e 
185017 EDUC-NM RESRCH.& S ZENITH COMPUTER ZENITH ZDF 1217 36CH008737 1989 $1,830.00 Beyond Repairs 
185106 SURPLUS PROPERTY- MONITOR APPLE M0402 PH942L60A 15 1990 $1,508.00 Beyond Repairs 
185333 SURPLUS PROPERTY- HARDDRIVE IBM 50Z 72111097 1989 $2,768.00 Beyond Repairs 
185377 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU HEWLETT PACKAR 7475A 2807V88254 1989 $1.211.00 Beyond Repairs 
185405 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU IBM 50 727113382 1989 $3,28300 Beyond Repairs 
185468 SOM-CELL BIOLOGY & CPU IBM 50 727143174 1989 $2,931.00 Beyond Repairs 
185583 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU APPLE MAC /IX F91S7N5 1989 $12,097.00 Beyond Repairs 
185937 PROVOST/ACADEMIC LASERJET PRINTER HEWLETT PACKAR 33447A 2830111203 1989 $2,663.00 Beyond Repairs 
186062 SURPLUS PROPERTY- PRINTER HEWLETT PACKAR 33440A 471485 1989 $2,639.00 Obooie.e 
186103 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU APPLE MACSE F9209APKOI 1989 $4,141.00 Beyond Repairs 
186140 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU APPLE MACIICX F9156DTM5665 1989 $2,891.00 Beyond Rep.irs 
186330 SOM-ANESTHESIOLOG PRINTER HEWLETT PACKAR 33440A 2843AI4248 1989 $1,691.00 Obsolete 
186342 SOM-FAMILY & COM CANON FAX CANON FAX 225 T5205821 1989 $1,515.00 Beyond Repilin 
186420 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU APPLE A2P6015A UOIl7718 1991 $1,482.00 Obooie.e 
186503 SOM-NEUROLOGY COMPUTERIKEYBOARD LEADING EDGE DC2010E 80419090 1989 $1,195.00 Beyond Repain 
186512 SOM-FAMIL Y & COM LASER WRITER APPLE M6000 CA845X67 1989 $2,929.00 Obsolete 
186655 COMPUTING CENTER! TERMINAL SERVICE CISCO STS-IO TS04Il84 1989 $2,621.00 Beyond Repairs 
186968 LIBRARY-ZIMMERMA CPU COMPUTER ZENITH ACY 2326 921 CC002315 1989 $2,168.00 Obsoie.e 
186987 SOM-DIV OF NEONAT DESKJET HEWLETT PACKAR 2277A 2911A26244 1989 $744.00 Obsolete 
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187123 POLICE STATION WAGON CHEVROL CHEVROLET CAVALIER I G I1C8118KJ288289 1989 $8,814.00 Obsolete 
187172 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU ZENITH ZENITH ZDH-1217 928CC004282 1989 $1.319.00 Obsolete 
187292 MATHEMATICS & STA CPU COMPUTER SUN 3/60 838FOl51 1989 $14,124.00 Beyond Repairs 
187560 COMPUTER SCIENCE HARD DISK DIGITAL PM20ACB AB91907MAE 1990 $12,321.00 Beyond Repairs 
187563 COMPUTER SCIENCE CPU DIGITAL PM20ACB AB93104QJY 1990 $12,321.00 Beyond Repairs 
187569 COMPUTER SCIENCE DEC STATION DIGITAL PM20ACB AB93104HYI 1990 $12,321.00 Beyond Repairs 
187649 NEW MEXICO UNION REGISTER CASH BOX CASIO TK2100 6206180 1990 $912.00 Beyond Repairs 
187654 NEW MEXICO UNION REGISTER CASH BOX CASIO TK2100 6206288 1990 $912.00 Obsolete 
187655 NEW MEXICO UNION CASH BOX CASIO TK2100 6206187 1990 $912.00 Beyond Rep';" 
187657 NEW MEXICO UNION REGISTER CASH BOX CASIO TK2100 6206162 1990 $912.00 Beyond Rep';" 
187751 SURPLUS PROPERTY- FREEZER HOBART QF1 32539942LK 1990 $2,573.00 Beyond Repai" 
187816 SURPLUS PROPERTY- COPIER SHARP SF7750 96202016 1990 $2,215.00 Beyond Rep';" 
187828 COMPUTER SCIENCE DEC STATION DIGITAL PM10ADB AB94001P7W 1990 $2,506.00 Beyond Repai" 
187846 COMPUTING CENTER! NETWORK CHASSIS CABLETRON MMAC8 05590080031 1991 $723.00 Beyond Repairs 
187865 SURPLUS PROPERTY- PRINTER APPLE M6000 018L95%M6000 1991 $2,991.00 Obsolete· 
188083 SURPLUS PROPERTY- DISK MTI SA-H1l6/2 2299 1990 $8,336.00 Beyond Repai" 
188162 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU APPLE IlGS U9045419 1990 $1,612.00 Obsolete 
188163 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU APPLE II GS N9527619 1990 $1,602.00 Obsolete 
188164 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU APPLE II GS U9045418 1990 $1,602.00 Obsolete 
188196 SURPLUS PROPERTY- UTRON COMPUTER UTRON 486SX33 P738554 1994 $1,160.00 Obsolete 
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188388 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU COMPUADD 286 0184970 1990 $3,669.00 Beyond Repairs 
188503 MA THEMA TICS & ST A CPU COMPUTER ACER MPF-PC/91O 3009190054 1990 $2,228.00 Beyond Repairs 
188702 SURPLUS PROPERTY- FAX MACHINE CANON 350 1226233 1989 $2,131.00 Beyond Repairs 
189060 COLLEGE OF PHARMA POWER SUPPL Y EMERSON UPS600 N/A 1990 $725.00 Beyond Repairs 
189252 SOM-DEPT OF NEURO POWER SUPPL Y AMERICAN POWER SOORT P89103204 1990 $640.00 Bcy~md Repairs 
189363 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU ZENITH ZWL-0200-02 00 I DH048482 1990 $2)07.00 Beyond Repairs 
189526 SURPLUS PROPERTY- COPIER CANON NP6650 60006309 1990 $12,637.00 Beyond Repairs 
189598 COLLEGE OF PHARMA PRINTER HEWLETT PACKAR 33449A 2945J92636 1990 $2,099.00 Obsolete 
189702 PHYSICS & ASTRONO MIRROR TECHNOLOGIES MO MIRROR TECH VCX810A MI8382 1991 $932.00 Beyond Repairs 
189975 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU NORTHGATE 386 GT638620P 1990 $5,045.00 Beyond Repairs 
189976 SOM-CELL BIOLOGY & CPU. LAB LINE 4600 1189-0318 1990 $522.00 Obsolete 
190112 CONTINUING EDUCA T CPU COMPUTER IBM 8513-001 72-0843312 1990 $1,934.00 Beyond Repairs 
190115 CONTINUING EDUCAT CPU COMPUTER IBM 8513-001 72-0843306 1990 $1,934.00 Beyond Repairs 
190117 CONTINUING EDUCAT CPU COMPUTER IBM 8513-00 I 72-0843305 1990 $1,934.00 Beyond RCpDirs 
190198 MA THEMA TICS & ST A CPU AUSTIN 286-16 17271 1990 $1,965.00 Obsolele 
190808 MECHANICAL ENGINE PRINTER APPLE APPLE LO 182601874 1991 $908.00 Beyond Rep.irs 
190905 ATHLETICS MODEM MULTITECH MT932EA25 2024518 1991 $805.00 Obsolete 
190993 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU APPLE AlM6014 N9603182 1991 $1,513.00 Obsolete 
191006 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU APPLE AlM6014 UOl83455 1991 $1,478.00 Obsolete 
191007 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU APPLE AlM6014 UOl85242 1991 $1,478.00 Obsolete 
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191012 NM POISON CENTER MONITOR ZENHH ZCHI492 022NC0590NOB 1991 $613.00 Beyond Repairs 
191013 NM POISON CENTER CPU COMPUTER COMPUADD AOOZ 213959 1991 $2,082.00 Beyond Repairs 
191079 COMPUTER SCIENCE DIGITAL HUB DIGITAL A A515530 1991 $615.00 Beyond Repairs 
191132 COMPUTER SCIENCE EXPANSION UNIT DIGITAL R25XHA AB036060lS 1991 $5.007.00 Beyond Repairs 
191133 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU APPLE M5011 FI03576NB02 1992 $1,166.00 Obsolete 
191392 SOM-NEUROLOGY CPU APPLE M3501 AP0283R4M031 1991 $1,582.00 Beyond Repairs 
191406 BIOLOGY CPU COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 AW424I33 121145 1993 $4,015.00 Beyond Repairs 
191504 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU ZENITH IBM 8555061 231270636 1991 $2,397.00 Obsolete 
191505 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU ZENITH IBM 8555061 231214672 1991 $2,397.00 Obsolete 
191509 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU ZENITH IBM 8555061 231270754 1991 $2,397.00 Obsolete 
191660 SURPLUS PROPERTY- LETTERING MACHINE KROY 360 503141 1991 $1,619.00 Beyond Repairs 
191674 SOM-FAMIL Y & COM CPU COMPUTER IBM P524B2U55SX N/A 1991 $5,003.00 Beyond Repairs 
191676 COLLEGE OF NURSING FAX MACHINE SHARP UX200 01101945M 1991 $805.00 Beyond Repairs 
191757 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPUCMS CMS N/A N/A 1991 $1,125.00 Obsolete 
i 
191771 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU COMPUTER EQUUS 486/33 63289 1991 $3,143.00 Beyond Repairs 
191988 SURPLUS PROPERTY- IBM IBM 8555031 789043484 1991 $2,761.00 Obsolete 
192091 V ALENCIA BRANCH RECORDER FUTURE VIDEO ECIOOOPRO AE052883 1992 $595.00 Obsolete 
192092 SURPLUS PROPERTY- MONITOR HEWLETTPACKAR 33449A 3247600 1992 $1.628.00 Obsolete 
192097 SURPLUS PROPERTY- VCR PANASONIC AG1960 EIHG0221 1 1992 $1,300.00 Obsolete 
192157 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU UTRON U38633 AA41317 1992 $1,632.00 Obsolele 
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192349 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU IBM 8555061 231271180 1991 $2,337.00 Obsolete 
192463 SURPLUS PROPERTY- TERMINAL DIGITAL PN20BAA AB04603MNR 1991 $4,618.00 Beyond Repairs 
192465 SURPLUS PROPERTY- TERMINAL DIGITAL SZI2BXA AB046026FV 1991 $3,136.00 Beyond Repairs 
192581 ATHI.ETICS mM HARD DRIVE IBM 8530TJI 23AA,XNT 1991 $1,649.00 Obsolete 
192713 SOM-FAMIL Y & COM ZENITH CPU ZENITH ZBV3829KR 844AFOOl6 1991 $9,088.00 Obsolete 
192746 COMPUTfNG CENTER! network cabletruh CABLETRON MMAC8 290360042 1991 $1,001.00 Obsolete 
192746 COMPUTING CENTER! NETWORK CHASSIS CABLETRON MMAC8 290360042 1991 $1,001.00 Beyond Repairs 
192771 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU ZENITH ZMV3726GM 051 AF009664 1991 $2.398.00 Beyond Repairs 
192911 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU APPLE llFXlM5 515 LLA F3048MWUC40 1991 $7,029.00 Beyond Repairs 
192930 SURPLUS PROPERTY- ZENITH LAPTOP ZENITH ZW13004 103DFOl1344 1991 $3,008.00 Beyond Repairs 
192947 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU CNS AT286 N/A 1991 $1,125.00 Obsolete 
192955 SURPLUS PROPERTY- HARDDRIVE INTEL N/A 603747 1992 $2,171.00 Beyond Repairs 
193001 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU KEEN KEEN2530 119016276 1991 $4,840.00 Beyond Repairs 
193040 LINGUISTICS CPU COMPUTER APPLE M0363LL 1391586 1991 $2.669.00 Beyond Repairs 
193214 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU IBM 135 615026001500 1991 $11,185.00 Obsolete 
193321 MA THEMA TICS & ST A CPU SUN 600256904 050F4999 1991 $4,037.00 Beyond Repairs 
193326 MA THEMA TICS & ST A CPU COMPUTER SUN 600256904 050F4636 1991 $4,037.00 Beyond Repain 
193327 MA THEMA TICS & ST A CPU COMPUTER SUN 600257505 108M0340 1991 $5,432.00 Beyond Repairs 
193396 PHYS PLANT-AUTOMO STATION WAGON CHEVROL CHEVROLET 4-DR CA V ALlER I G llC84G8M7223569 1991 $8,598.00 Obsolete 
193575 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CABLETON CABLETRON MMAC8 N/A 1992 $3,063.00 Beyond Repairs 
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193600 COMPUTING CENTER! CABLETON CABI.-ETRON MMAC8 BB29 1040055 1992 $723.00 Beyond Repairs 
193600 COMPUTING CENTER! COMPUTER CABLETRON MMAC8 BB291040055 1992 $723.00 Obsolete 
193605 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU DATA CASE DCXOO NiA 1992 $1,125.00 Obsolete 
193886 PHYS PLANT-AUTOMO SEDAN CHEVROLET CHEVROLET CAPRICE 442 1 G 1 BL53E9MR 140773 1991 $12,152.00 Obsolete 
193966 PUBLIC AFFAIRS COPIER MACHINE XEROX 5046 401213 1991 $9,280.00 Beyond Repairs 
193967 PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMPUTER MONITOR NEC JC2002UMAI 13COI0835 1991 $2,961.00 Beyond Repairs 
194122 COMPUTER SCIENCE· HARD DISK DIGITAL SZI2CCA AB 12902 V A,X 1992 $6,041.00 Bc:yond Repain 
194127 COMPUTER SCIENCE HARD DISK DIGITAL SZI2CCA ABI2902TOA 1992 $827.00 Beyond Repairs 
194129 COMPUTER SCIENCE COMPUTER HARD DRIVE DIGITAL SZI2BXA ABI2603LVW 1992 $2,755.00 Beyond Repairs 
194287 MATHEMATICS & STA CPU COMPUTER SUN SPARCSTATN 2 112F0673 1992 $12,426.00 Beyond Repairs 
194486 SOM-FAMIL Y & COM FAX MACHINE CANON 630 R2279833 1992 $1,797.00 Beyond Repairs 
194793 COMPUTER SCIENCE HARD DISK DIGITAL SZI2BXA ABI2603MY7 '1992 $2,755.00 Beyond RepaIrs 
194797 COMPUTER SCIENCE DEC STATION DIGITAL PM36ADE ABI0201lTW 1992 $7,138.00 Beyond Repairs 
194799 COMPUTER SCIENCE HARD DISK DIGITAL SZI2AXA ABI0900WYT 1992 $2,36/.00 Beyond Repairs 
194800 COMPUTER SCIENCE HARDDISK DIGITAL SZ12AXA AB10900WIX 1992 $2,361.00 Beyond Repairs 
194807 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU APPLE MACn SI F2113KXYC56 1992 $2,615.00 Obsolete 
1941D2 NMERI NETWORK CABEL TRON CABLETRON MINIMMAC 191300025 1992 $563.00 Beyond Repair) 
194836 COMPUTING CENTER! NETWORK CABEL TRON CABLETRON MINIMMAC 191310144 1992 $563.00 Beyond Repairs 
194837 NMERI NETWORK CABEL TRON CABLETRON MINIMMAC 191300136 1992 $56300 Beyond Repairs 
194857 COMPUTING CENTER! TRANSCEIVER CABLETRON MR9000 491260032 1992 $1,850.00 Beyond Repairs 
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194870 COMPUTING CENTERJ TRANSCEIVER CABlETRON MTSOO 491300064 1992 $670.00 Obsolete 
194933 SURPLUS PROPERTY· CPU PACKARD BELL LEGEND 386X 02075780 1992 $1.404.00 Obsolete 
194944 MAXWELL MUSEUM S MONITOR PREMIO CTS28 SVI0100535 1992 $539.00 Beyond Repairs 
195000 MA THEMA TICS & ST A CPU MARATHON 286/16 NONE 1992 $1,275.00 Obsolete 
195005 MECHANICAL ENGINE X TERMINAL TEKTRONIX NCP16 7265B 1992 $525.00 Beyond Repairs 
195461 COMPUTING CENTERJ TERMINAL SERVER CISCO STSIOX 60000KN 1992 $2,097.00 Beyond Repairs 
195470 SURPLUS PROPERTY· CPU ZENITH 2CV3276EF 107EC008680 1992 $1,425.00 Obsolece 
195473 SURPLUS PROPERTY· CPU ZENITH 2CV3276EF 107EC008719 1992 $1,425.00 Obsolete 
195475 SURPLUS PROPERTY· CPU ZENITH 2CV3276EF 107EC008699 1992 $1,425.00 Obsolete 
195499 SURPLUS PROPERTY· CPU ZENITH 2CV3276EF 107EC008821 1992 $1.425.00 Obsolete 
195511 SURPLUS PROPERTY· CPU ZENITH 2CV3276EF 107EC008748 1992 $1,425.00 Obsolete 
195523 COMPUTING CENTERJ TERMINAL SERVER CISCO STSIO 60000SG 1993 $2,097.00 Beyond Rcpain 
195554 SURPLUS PROPERTY· COMPUADDPC COMPUADD AOOZ 1009250002 1992 $1,373.00 Beyond Repairs 
195556 LIBRARY·ENGINEERIN COMPUADD 286 PC COMPUADD AOOO 48224 1992 $2,638.00 Obsolete 
195800 LOBO [D CARD OFF[CE COMPUTER IBM 8580081 0023B6225 1992 $3,476.00 Obsolete 
195801 LOBO ID CARD OFFICE MONITOR IBM 851500[ 23·RL767 1992 $520.00 Obsolete 
195819 SURPLUS PROPERTY· CPU HYUNDAl SUPER 386SE SZHAI0701767 1992 $1,745.00 Obsolete 
195935 SOM·FAMIL Y & COM CPU COMPUTER IBM 8555T81 23PKCLA 1992 $2,549.00 Obsolete 
196065 CONTINUING EDUCAT CPU COMPUTER IBM 8530V42 23N792I 1992 $1,649.00 Beyond Repairs 
196066 CONTINUING EDUCA T CPU COMPUTER [BM 8530V42 23N6774 1992 $1,649.00 Beyond Repairs 
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196067 CONTINUING EDUCAT CPU COMPUTER IBM, 8530V42 23N7894 1992 $1,649.00 Beyond Repairs 
196068 CONTfNUfNG EDUCA T CPU COMPUTER IBM 8530V42 23N7693 1992 $2,006.00 Beyond Repairs 
196085 SURPLUS PROPERTY- MICRO GENERATION MIT AC fNTERNA TIO 191 48067 1992 $2,346.00 Obsolete 
196138 SURPLUS PROPERTY- PROJECTOR PROXIMA 2700 00702 1995 $5,852.00 Obsolete 
196356 COMPUTER SCIENCE. TERMINAL NCO HM4419D 414113160 (99) $3,901.00 Beyond Repairs 
196-1-18 MA THEMA TICS & ST A CPU SUN 600257505 151MI216 1992 $-1,252.00 Beyond Rcpain 
196589 OFFICE OF EQUAL OPP CPU ZENITH IBM 8530U42 23N7394 199~ $1.399.00 ObsolclC 
1967)) COMPUTER SCIENCE TERMINAL NCO MHI449D 41425638 1992 $3,901.00 Beyond Repairs 
196878 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CABELTRON CABLETRON MMAC3FNB 9400298E8292 1999 $),730.00 Obsolete 
196985 NUCLEAR ENGfNEERI MICO GENERATION EBERLfNE ECII 4610 1992 $756.00 Beyond Repai" 
197022 COMPUTfNG CENTER! DEC STATION DIGITAL PM33SSY AB21702BYD 1993 $12,350.00 Beyond Repairs 
197023 COMPUTER SCIENCE HARDDISK DIGITAL S212 AB219062NS 1993 $5,261.00 Beyond Repairs 
197055 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU HYUNDAl SUPER 386SE S2AI0701602 1992 $1,715.00 Obsolete 
197451 COMPUTER SCIENCE TERMfNAL NCO NCDI9C 41442029 1992 $3,901.00 Beyond Repairs 
197452 COMPUTER SCIENCE TERMfNAL NCO NCDI9C 41425638 1992 $3,901.00 Beyond Repairs 
197946 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU UTRON 486DX /OSO I 28729 1993 $1,439.00 Obsolete 
198014 SOM-MEDICINE PRfNTER HEWLETT PACKAR HP33481A 3128JGIWKZ 1993 $1,001.00 Beyond Repairs 
198386 SOM-CLfNICAL RESEA TERMINAL DIGITAL VXT2000 TA20201766 1993 $4;693.00 Obsolete 
198389 SOM-CLfNICAL RESEA TERMfNAL DIGITAL VXT2000 TA20201773 1993 $4,694.00 Obsolete 
198-102 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU APPLE CLASSIC II SG23332ND22 1993 $1,06-1.00 Beyond Repairs 
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198408 SOM-FAMIL Y & COM CPU COMPUTER COMPUADD 433DXFP 569042 1993 $3,486.00 Beyond Repairs 
198411 SOM-FAMIL Y & COM CPU COMPUTER IBM 40SX 23YRFD8 1993 $2,073.00 Beyond Repairs 
198427 SURPLUS PROPERTY- PRINTER. HEWLETT PACKAR 33491A 3211114429 1993 $4,244.00 Ob,ole.e 
198441 SURPLUS PROPERTY- TERMINAL DIGITAL VR320 HK21207737 1993 $4,127.00 Obsole.e 
198441 SURPLUS PROPERTY- MONITOR DIGITAL VR320 HK21207737 1993 $4,127.00 Ob,ole.e 
198566 SOM-FAMIL Y & COM PRINTER HEWLETT PACKAR 3J449A 3207A52625 1993 $1,485.00 Obsole.e 
198598 COMPUTING CENTERJ NETWORK CABEL TRON CABLETRON MMAC8 CE292060002 1993 $723.00 Beyond Repairs 
198626 COMPUTING CENTERJ TRANSCEIVER CISCO MTSOO lF492 I 700 II 1993 $1,020.00 Beyond Repairs 
198808 COLLEGE OF PHARMA CPU COMPUTER EQUUS 48633MX 04557 1993 $2,199.00 Beyond Repairs 
198968 COMPUTING CENTERJ NETWORK CHASSIS CABLETRON MMAC8 CG792420003 1993 $2,118.00 Beyond Repairs 
198969 COMPUTING CENTERJ NETWORK CHASSIS CABLETRON MMAC8 CG792420036 1993 $3,063.00 Beyond Repairs 
199086 MECHANICAL ENGINE CPU COMPUTER YOUNG MICROSYST 48650 N/A 1993 $3,971.00 Beyond Repairs 
199181 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU APPLE CLASSIC II EI405R4 1993 $2,611.00 OhJolere 
199271 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU MEMOREX 7055F 114502124S 1993 $1,295.00 Beyond Repairs 
199325 MATHEMATICS & ST A COMPUTER TOSHIBA TXM330lEI 2560200917 1993 $S40.00 Beyond Repairs 
199420 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU CMS 28612 N/A 1993 $1,725.00 Obsole.e 
199471 PROVOSTI ACADEMIC CPU ELEGANCE ZXP2584 276593 1993 $2.367.00 Ob,ole'e 
199819 MA THEMA TICS & ST A PRINTER HEWLETTPACKAR 334SIA 32081L27LR 1993 $1,296.00 Obsolete 
199920 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU APPLE SE30 F945759K02 1993 $1,500.00 Obsole.e 
199945 COMPUTING CENTERJ NETWORK CABLETRON CABLETRON MRXI2E 31900820 lOEB 1994 $1,297.00 Beyond Repairs 
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199949 COMPUTING CENTERJ TERMINAL SERVER CIS~O STSIOX TS05J055 1993 $2,097.00 Beyond Repairs 
199986 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU NOVAS 38633 1368 1993 $1,867.00 Beyond Repairs 
200026 SURPLUS PROPERTY- COMPUTER UTRON 486DX33 N/A 1993 $1,740.00 Obsolete 
200258 SOM-EMERGENCY ME CPU VISTA 486 N/A 1993 $2,104.00 Beyond Repaifl 
200291 SURPLUS PROPERTY- GATEWAY HARDDRIVE DTK COMPUTER FEAT333I 2400310320T 1993 $1,788.00 Obsolete 
200298 MA THEMA TICS & ST A CPU DTK COMPUTER FEAT333I 2400310321T 1993 $1,788.00 Beyond Repaifl 
200487 COLLEGE OF FINE ART CPU METRO COMPUTER 386DX33 N/A 1993 $836.00 Obsolete 
200555 SOM-MEDICAL INVES COPIER DEC LN08A2 5C22903014 1993 $2,89100 Obsoleto 
200558 ANTHROPOLOGY CPU COMPUTER APPLE M4550 FC3022YM452 1993 $2,504.00 Beyond Repair> 
200748 SURPLUS PROPERTY- DEC COMPUTER DEC PE40ACB AB316015JZ 1993 $16,045.00 Beyond Repaifl 
200933 MATHEMATICS & ST A PRINTER HEWLETT PACKAR 33481A 3128JG4T14 1993 $1,405.00 Beyond Repaifl 
200949 MAXWELL MUSEUM S GATEWAY GATEWA Y 2000 486SX33 II 74687 1993 $2,190.00 Beyond Repaifl 
201127 MA THEMA TICS & ST A CPU COMPUTER NORTHGATE ZXPORT ABLEIM 04SMO 1773006 1993 $2,469.00 Beyond Repaifl 
201313 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU GATEWA Y 2000 . DESK TOP 1122056 1993 $4,255.00 Obsolete 
201343 SIMSE CPU COMPUTER NEC PMI2302001 2201859UB 1993 $2,887.00 Beyond Repairs 
201650 SOM-FAMIL Y & COM CPU COMPUTER IBM AI025 23VFKMK 1993 $2,637.00 Obsolete 
201728 PUBLIC AFFNRS CPU COMPUTER GA TEW A Y 2000 4SX33 1721915 1994 $1,465.00 Beyond Repairs 
201772 SOM-FAMIL Y & COM CPU COMPUTER IBM AI028 23VWLDK 1993 $3,877.00 Obsolete 
201788 SOM-FAMILY & COM CPU COMPUTER APPLE MI205 XB329YNMCA8 1993 $3,332.00 Obsolete 
201969 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU ZENITH UBP003500 3 HSARL009537 1994 $1,562.00 Obsolete 
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202072 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU GAbEWAY2000 4SX-J3 904111672502 1993 $1.590.00 Beyond Repairs 
202110 BIOLOGY LAPTOP COMPUTER ZENITH SUPERSPORTI20 I35DF005736 1994 $1,747.00 Beyond Repairs 
202159 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU OCI OCP3552 3H4995024 1994 $1,705.00 Beyond Repairs 
202341 MA THEMA TICS & ST A CPU COMPUTER TATUNG TWS5040 2K30000140 1993 $6,857.00 Beyond Rep';" 
202518 CHEMISTRY COMPUTER GA TEWA Y 2000 486SX25 1361278 1993 $1,621.00 Obsolete 
202519 CHEMISTRY SCANNER INTERMEC 9445 93042900205 1993 $2,997.00 Obsolete 
202554 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU ZENITH UBP003400 3CSARKOOl395 1993 $1,260.00 Beyond Repairs 
202556 L1BRAR Y -ZIMMERMA PC ZENITH 486 ZENITH UBP003400 3CSARKOO 1397 1993 $1,26000 Beyond Repairs 
202557 L1BRAR Y -ZIMMERMA ZENITH 486 PC ZENITH UBP003400 3CSARKOOl398 1993 $1,260.00 Beyond Repairs 
202625 SOM-PEOIA TRICS CPU COMPUTER SHARPE F0225 27125153 1993 $519.00 Beyond Rep';" 
202642 VALENCIA BRANCH COMPUTER UTRON 4860X266 VI10R143 1994 $3,098.00 ObSOlete 
202646 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU UTRON 4860X266 VI10R147 1994 $3,098.00 Obsolete 
202647 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU UTRON 4860X266 V110R343 1994 $3,098.00 Obsolete 
202648 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU UTRON 4860X266 VI10R344 1994 $3,098.00 Obsole.e 
202650 V ALENC1A BRANCH CPU UTRON 4860X266 V110R244 1994 $3,098.00 Obsolete 
202659 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU UTRON 4860X266 N/A 1994 $3,098.00 Obsolete 
202768 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU UTRON 4860X33 828739 1994 $1,697.00 Obsole.e 
202769 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU UTRON 4860X33 829658 1994 $1,518.00 Obsolete 
202824 MA THEMA TICS & ST A CPU COMPUTER DTK COMPUTER FEAT3331 2400310328T 1993 $1,788.00 Beyond Rep';" 
202879 MA THEMA TICS & ST A CPU HARODRIVE COCOMP DEC31000 CX32241992 1994 $1,228.00 Beyond Repairs 
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203156 LlBRAR Y ·ZIMMERMA ZENITH 486 PC ZENITH ZSR433DXI7 3RSBDCOO1345 1994 SI,828.00 Beyond Repairs 
203161 LlBRAR Y ·ZIMMERMA ZENITH 486 PC ZENITH ZSR433DX17 3RSBDCOO1353 1994 S 1,828.00 Beyond Repairs 
203162 SURPLUS PROPERTY· CPU ZENITH ZSR433DX17 3RSBDCOO1360 1994 SI,828.00 Obsolete 
203241 SURPLUS PROPERTY· CPU GATEWA Y 2000 4DX2·66V 1410701 1993 S3,232.00 Beyond Repairs 
203381 LlBRARY·ZIMMERMA ZENITH 486 PC ZENITH Z433S 3DSARK002546 1994 SI,425.00 Beyond Repairs 
203388 SURPLUS PROPERTY· CPU IBM 360 237029281 1998 SI,OOI.OO Obsolete 
203433 SURPLUS PROPERTY· CPU GA TEWA Y 2000 MINI DESKTOP 1902026 1994 S1.905.00 Obsolete 
203435 PUBLIC AFFAlRS COMPUTER GA TEW A Y 2000 MINI DESKTOP 1902024 1994 SI,905.00 Beyond Repairs 
203436 SURPLUS PROPERTY· CPU GATEWAY 2000 MINI DESKTOP 1902025 1994 SI,905.00 Obsolete 
203518 LlBRARY·ZIMMERMA ZENTIH 486 PC ZENITH Z433S B053598 1994 SI,592.00 Beyond Repairs 
203574 MECHANICAL ENGINE HP TAPE BACKUP HEWLETT PACKAR CI520B 3223E08012 1994 SI,875.00 Beyond Repairs 
203612 L1BRARY·ZIMMERMA ZENTIH PC 486 ZENITH Z425S+ B053768 1994 SI,538.00 Beyond Repairs 
203698 EDUC·COLLEGE OF ED CPU COMPUTER IBM 6382F50 23XNG86 1993 S2,080.00 Beyond Repairs 
203773 SOM·FAMIL Y & COM CPU COMPUTER APPLE M1398 F2323KDYCW3 1994 S2,193.00 Beyond Repairs 
203781 SURPLUS PROPERTY· CPU ZENITH UBP003400 3LSARK004620 1994 $1,967.00 Obsolete 
204044 COMPUTER SCIENCE TERMINAL NCD ISR 311781A023AD 1994 S928.00 Beyond Repairs 
204151 SURPLUS PROPERTY·. CPU DR CONSULTANTS 48666 06935140 1994 SI,895.00 Beyond Repairs 
204214 SURPLUS PROPERTY· GA TEW A Y 2000 GATEWA Y 2000 4DX266V 1580613 1994 S2,860.00 Obsolete 
204289 LlBRAR Y ·ZIMMERMA ZENITH 486 PC ZENITH ZCMI790 324RE007R40E 1994 S2,447.00 Obsolete 
204447 SURPLUS PROPERTY· CPU UTRON 486SX33 1994 SI,514.00 Beyond Repairs 
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204452 LIBRARY·B. BUNTfNG CPU UTRON 486D)(266 N/A 1994 $3,032.00 Beyond Repairs 
204487 MA THEMA TICS & ST A CPU UNKNOWN/OTHER 486DX33 390111501 1994 $911.00 Beyond Repairs 
204553 SURPLUS PROPERTY· FLOPPY HD UTRON 486SX N/A 1994 $1,823.00 Beyond Repairs 
204801 SURPLUS PROPERTY· CPU ZENITH UBP003400 3CSARKOO 1370 1993 $1.398.00 Beyond Repairs 
204805 SURPLUS PROPERTY· CPU ZENITH UBP003400 3CSARKOO1376 1993 $1,398.00 Beyond Repairs 
205012 ATHLETICS LASER JET HEWLETT PACKAR C2007A 3203140UBB 1993 $895.00 Obsolete 
205108 SOM·FAMIL Y & COM CPU APPLE LCIII SG324A9ZOCQ 1994 $1,917.00 Beyond Repairs 
205113 SOM·FAMIL Y & COM SILENTWRITER NEC 1097 295004470 1994 $1,445.00 Obsolete 
205161 SURPLUS PROPERTY· DIMENSION DELL XPS66V 3SFBQ 1994 $3,708.00 Obsolete 
205168 SURPLUS PROPERTY· CPU DTK COMPUTER KEEN2530 119019540 1993 $1,200.00 Beyond Repairs 
205179 HSC·ASSOC VP FINAN CPU ZENITH ZCM·1790 325RB0244ROE 1994 $3,918.00 Obsolete 
205226 COMPUTING CENTER! APPLE SCANNER APPLE B0634LLD TF341 ORPSO 1 1995 $645.00 Obsolete 
205320 SURPLUS PROPERTY· CPU GATEWA Y 2000 P5·66 1569458 1993 $2,010.00 Beyond Repairs 
205396 SOM~~S ACADEMY CPU COMPUTER UPTOWN 48633 N/A 1994 $1,649.00 Beyond Jtepairs 
205495 SURPLUS PROPERTY· CPU METRO COMPUTER P590 N/A 1995 $3,325.00 Beyond Repairs 
205541 SURPLUS PROPERTY· FAX/SHARP SHARP F03400 30102506 1994 $1,920.00 Beyond Repairs 
206092 SOM·DEPT OF NEURO CPU COMPUTER GATEWA Y 2000 4DX33V 1968582 1994 $1,985.00 Beyond Repairs 
206094 SURPLUS PROPERTY· CPU GA TEW A Y 2000 P560 1988600 1994 $3,429.00 Beyond Repairs 
206256 SURPLUS PROPERTY· CPU MICRON EISA 486DX2 66T 111595010194 1994 $4,259.00 Obsolete 
206293 COMPUTING CENTER! VIEWfNG DEVICE STEREO CESPC 014254 1994 $960.00 Beyond Repain 
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206294 COMPUTING CENTER! VIEWING DEVICE STEREO CESPC 014161 1994 $960.00 Beyond Repairs 
206694 PHYS PLANT -AREA T "PRINTER HEWLETT PACKAR 560C SG44E170ZK 1995 $599.00 Beyond Repairs 
.. 
206776 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU ZENITH Z4JJS486SX 4BSBWNOO0826 1994 $1,361.00 Beyond Repairs 
206831 MAXWELL MUSEUM S CPU GA TEWA Y 2000 4DX266 2288486 1994 $1,845.00 Beyond Repairs 
206853 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU METRO COMPUTER UTRON 9408289 1994 $1,827.00 Beyond Repairs 
207258 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU EQUUS 486DX33 200680 1994 $1,717.00 Beyond Repairs 
207275 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU ZENITH Z433S486SX 49SBDBOOO068 1994 $1,361.00 Beyond Repairs 
207277 L1BRAR Y -ZIMMERMA ZENITH PC 486 ZENITH Z433S486SX 4FSBWN003397 1994 $1,361.00 Beyond Repairs 
207284 SURPLUS PROPERTY- ZENITH PC ZENITH Z433S486SX 4FSBWN003395 1994 $1,361.00 Beyond Repairs 
207285 SURPLUS PROPERTY- ZENITH PC ZENITH Z433S486SX 4BSBWNOO0509 1994 $1,361.00 Obsolete 
207513 LIBRARY -ZIMMERMA ZENITH 486 PC ZENITH 486SX33 4BSBWNOO0644 1994 $1,361.00 Beyond Repairs 
207514 LIBRAR Y -ZIMMERMA ZENITH 486 PC ZENITH 486SX33 4BSBWNOO0502 1994 $1,361.00 Beyond Repairs 
207552 LIBRAR Y -ZIMMERMA ZENITH 486 PC ZENITH 486SX33 4FSBWN003389 1994 $1,361.00 Beyond Repairs 
207553 LIB RAR Y -ZIMMERMA ZENITH 486 PC ZENITH 486SX33 495BDBOOO067 1994 $1,361.00 Beyond Repairs 
207555 LlBRARY-ZIMMERMA ZENITH PC 486 ZENITH 486SX33 4FSBWN003388 1994 $1,361.00 Beyond Repairs 
207559 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU ZENITH 486SX33 4GSBWN003831 1995 $1,361.00 Beyond Repairs 
207584 MECHANICAL ENGINE CPU HEWLETT PACKAR 71575 6419AJ0252 1994 $9,404.00 Beyond Repairs 
207759 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU ZENITH 486SX33 4GSBWN003942 1995 $1,361.00 Obsolete 
207776 HSC-ANIMAL RESOUR COMPUTER MONITOR GATEWAY 2000 CSI7762LEG CR YSTLSCAN 17 1994 $799.00 Beyond Repairs 
207778 HSC-ANIMAL RESOUR SCANNER INTEGRITY 497117 5416006501 1995 $1,238.00 Beyond Repairs 
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207817 SOM-CELL BIOLOGY & CPU COMPUTER GA TEW A Y 2000 4DX266 3051949 1995 $2,069.00 Beyond Repairs 
208244 SURPLUS PROPERTY- NETWORK COMPUTING NCD 88K 029K138701 1994 $1,827.00 Beyond Repairs 
208245 MATHEMAT[CS & STA CPU COMPUTER UTRON 486DX66 N/A 1995 $I,71D.00 Beyond Repairs 
208260 MAXWELL MUSEUM S CPU ALCOM 486DX33 0095038 1994 $2,325.00 Obsole'e 
209137 SOM-CANCER RES EAR COMPUTER SCREEN GATEW GATEWAY 2000 C81776LE MHI934[47298 1995 $660.00 Beyond Repairs 
209563 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU CRAY DCP3552 9503020239 [995 $1,708.00 Obsolete 
209633 SOM-EMERGENCY ME CPU COMPUTER CASE METRO COMPUTER P5-66 2177078 1995 $700.00 Beyond Repairs 
209663 HSC-FAC[L1T[ES MAN CPU COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 NEW TOWER 2177078 [994 $2,991.00 Obsolete 
209664 HSC-FAC[L1T[ES MAN COMPUTER MONITOR GA TEWA Y 2000 CSI776LE MH[934047669 1~94 $733.00 Obsole'e 
209665 HSC-FAC[L1T[ES MAN CPU COMPUTER GA TEWA Y 2000 NEW TOWER 2366923 1995 $3,695.00 Obsole'e 
209666 HSC-FAC[L1T[ES MAN COMPUTER MONITOR GA TEW A Y 2000 CSI776LE MH[934097128 [995 $615.00 Obsole,e 
209883 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU GATEWAY 2000 4SX33 2517860 [995 $[,380.00 Beyond Repairs 
210209 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU GA TEWA Y 2000 4DX2-66 3058[81 1995 $2,383.00 Obsole,e 
210244 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU GA TEW A Y 2000 BABY AT 3083484 1995 $2,313.00 Obsolete 
210388 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU GA TEW A Y 2000 4DX266 3237644 1995 $1,989.00 Beyond Repairs 
210393 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU GATEWAY 2000 4DX266 3237648 1995 $1,989.00 Beyond Repairs 
210396 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU GA TEWA Y 2000 4DX266 3237647 1995 $1,989.00 Beyond Repairs 
210506 SURPLUS PROPERTY· CPU ZENITH ZSELECTIOO 4QSBWM006891 [999 $[,33400 Beyond Repairs 
210598 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU DR CONSULTANTS 486DX266 N/A 1995 $3,970.00 Beyond Repairs 
210654 LAW LIBRARY CPU UTRON P90 PENTIUM 1995 $2,603.00 Obsolete 
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210852 MECHANICAL ENGINE PRINTER DIGITAL 17/600 A544705818 1995 $5,431.00 Beyond Repairs 
210925 SURPLUS PROPERTY- GA TEWA Y COMPUTER GA TEW A Y 2000 NEW TOWER 3387436 1995 $1,894.00 Obsolete :., 
210927 SURPLUS PROPERTY- GATEWAY COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 NEW TOWER 3387438 1995 $1,894.00 Ob",lele 
212773 MA THEMA TICS & ST A MONITOR TATUNG GDMI7E01 2500922 1995 $1,183.00 Beyond Repairs 
212773 MA THEMA TICS & ST A COMPUTER MONITOR TATUNG GDM17EOI 2500922 1995 $1,183.00 Beyond Repairs 
212788 EDUC-FAMIL Y DE VEL CPU COMPUTER THOR 4DX266 1057122 1995 $1,973.00 Beyond Repai" 
213238 COMPUTER SCIENCE TERMINAL NCO 158 0494F 122779 1995 $717.00 Beyond Repai" 
213239 COMPU~ER SCIENCE TERMINAL NCO 158 0494FI22803 1995 $717.00 Beyond Repai" 
213813 LAW SCHOOL CPU COMPUTER DELL XPSP75 4L1HR 1995 $1,968.00 Beyond Repairs 
214058 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU UTRON 486SX33 N/A 1995 $1,198.00 Beyond Repai" 
214378 PHYSICS & ASTRONO APPLE MONITOR APPLE M0401 5259655 1996 $609.00 Beyond Repairs 
214487 NEW MEXICO UNION UTILITY V AN fNTERNA nON INTERNATIONAL FOOD TRAILER 555561 H098557 1971 $4,999:00 Obsolele 
214847 SURPLUS PROPERTY- GA TEW A Y COMPUTER GA TEWA Y 2000 NEW TOWER 3387437 1995 $1,894.00 Obsolele 
214858 COMPUTER SCIENCE PC CASE NET EXPRESS PENTIUM 133 9991 1996 $3,715.00 Beyond Repairs 
215423 MATHEMATICS & STA COMPUTER EQUIP MICRON P90PCI 3473730001 1995 $3,967.00 Beyond Repairs 
215457 SURPLUS PROPERTY- GA TEWA Y COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 MDX266 3645350 1996 $1,834.00 Beyond Repairs 
215458 SURPLUS PROPERTY- GATEWAY COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 MDX266 3645362 1996 $1.834.00 Obsolele 
215459 SURPLUS PROPERTY- GATEWA Y COMPUTER GATEWA Y 2000 MDX266 3645349 1996 $1,834.00 Obsolele 
215460 SURPLUS PROPERTY- GATEWAY COMPUTER GA TEWA Y 2000 MDX266 3645363 1996 $1,834.00 Obsolele 
215461 SURPLUS PROPERTY- GATEWAY COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 MDX266 3645357 1996 $1,834.00 ObsolclC 
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215462 SURPLUS PROPERTY· GA YEWA Y COMPUTER GATI;:WAY 2000 MDX266 3645364 1996 $1,834.00 Obsolele 
215463 SURPLUS PROPERTY· GATEWAY COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 MDX266 3645358 1996 $1,834.00 Obsolele 
215464 SURPLUS PROPERTY· GA TEW A Y COMPUTER GA TEW A Y 2000 MDX266 3645361 1996 $1,834.00 Obsolete 
215465 SURPLUS PROPERTY· GATEWAY COMPUTER GA TEWA Y 2000 MDX266 3645355 1996 $1,834.00 Obsolete 
215466 SURPLUS PROPERTY· . GATEWAY COMPUTER GA TEW A Y 2000 MDX266 3645347 1996 $1,834.00 Obsolete 
215467 SURPLUS PROPERTY· GATEWA Y COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 MDX266 3645344 1996 $1,834.00 Obsolele 
215468 SURPLUS PROPERTY· GA TEW A Y COMPUTER GA TEWA Y 2000 N/A 3645352 1996 $1,834.00 Obsolete 
215469 SURPLUS PROPERTY· GA TEWA Y COMPUTER GA TEW A Y 2000 MDX266 3645345 1996 $1,834.00 Obsolete 
215470 SURPLUS PROPERTY· GA TEWA Y COMPUTER GA TEW A Y 2000 MDX266 3645342 1996 $1,834.00 Obsolete 
215471 SURPLUS PROPERTY· GA TEW A Y COMPUTER GA TEW A Y 2000 MDX266 3645354 1996 $1,834.00 Beyond Repairs 
215472 SURPLUS PROPERTY· GA TEWA Y COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 MDX266 3645356 1996 $1,834.00 Ob,olete 
215474 SURPLUS PROPERTY· GA TEWA Y COMPUTER GA TEW A Y 2000 MDX266 3645359 1996 $1,834.00 Obsolete 
215796 SURPLUS PROPERTY· PRINTER HEWLETTPACKAR 1200C USC5500230 1996 $1,176.00 Obsolete 
215945 SURPLUS PROPERTY· CPU GA TEW A Y 2000 P575 3547254 1996 $2,268.00 Obsolete 
215992 SURPLUS PROPERTY· CPU GA TEWA Y 2000 P4D66 3443738 1996 $2,290.00 Beyond Repairs 
216299 SURPLUS PROPERTY· CPU GA TEW A Y 2000 P4D66 2261500 1995 $2,726.00 Beyond Repairs 
216420 SOM·CLINICAL RESEA COMPUTER MONITOR DIGITAL VR319DA HK13918613 1993 $1,751.00 Beyond Repairs 
216421 SOM·CLINICAL RESEA COMPUTER MONITOR DIGITAL VR319DA HK13617466 1993 $1,750.00 Beyond RepailS 
216666 SURPLUS PROPERTY· CPU COMPUTER MGMT 486DX266 N/A 1996 $1,350.00 Obsolete 
216713 SURPLUS PROPERTY· TEKRONIX PHASER COpy TEKTRONIX PHASER340 B355J16 1995 $7,275.00 Beyond Repairs 
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216722 SURPLUS PROPERTY· TEKRONIX SCANNER TEKl,"RONIX 4540 BOS411Y 1995 $1,695.00 Beyond Repairs 
216736 SURPLUS PROPERTY· COMPUTER TOWER DR CONSULTANTS 486DX266 N/A 1995 $2,230.00 Beyond Repairs 
216739 SURPLUS PROPERTY· CPU GATEWA Y 2000 P4D66 3394990 1995 $2,200.00 Beyond Repairs 
217739 SURPLUS PROPERTY· TERMINAL DIGITAL RW500C1718T 3319A01107 1996 $7,785.00 Obsolete 
217746 SURPLUS PROPERTY· CPU GATEWAY 2000 P5100 3806370 1996 $2,238.00 Obsolete 
217748 SURPLUS PROPERTY· CPU GA TEWA Y 2000 P5100 3806312 1996 $2,516.00 Obsolete 
217764 SURPLUS PROPERTY· CPU GA TEW A Y 2000 P5100 3806396 1996 $2,238.00 Obsolete 
217768 SURPLUS PROPERTY· CPU GATEW A Y 2000 P5100 3806371 1996 $2,466.00 Obsolete 
217958 SURPLUS PROPERTY· CPU GATEW A Y 2000 P590 4065517 1996 $2,29400 Obsolete 
218123 SURPLUS PROPERTY· CPU GATEWAY 2000 P5120 4140849 1996 $2,256.00 Obsolete 
218228 SURPLUS PROPERTY· TAPE RACK TAB BUSINESS SYS RACK SYSTEM SLIDER 1995 $3,041.00 Beyond Repairs 
218280 MAXWELL MUSEUM S CPU LASER 486DX280 1195909 1996 • ..$915.00 Beyond Repairs 
218558 PHYS PLANT·AUTOMO SEDAN CHEVROLET CHEVROLET CAMERO 1G1AP8714ELl06527 1984 $1,001.00 Obsolete 
219414 MAXWELL MUSEUM S CPU LASER 486 SERVERSYST 119509 1996 $1,760.00 Obsolete 
219428 ART MUSEUM MONITOR APPLE 1710 SG5509VKJ5J 1996 $852.00 Obsolete 
219557 EDUC·COLLEGE OF ED COPIER MACHINE RICOH 3213 A3615011252 1996 $1,650.00 Obsolete 
219809 CTR FOR RADIOACTIV CPU WATERS 77251 NONE 1996 $980.00 Beyond Repairs 
220394 MA THEMA TICS & ST A COMPUTER WORKSTATION SUN MICROSYSTEM 19"GREYSCALE 334F1327 1994 $6,041.00 Beyond Repain 
220586 SOM·NEUROLOGY PRINTER HEWLETT PACKAR SCANJET4C USC0173079 1996 $955.00 Beyond Repairs 
220762 SURPLUS PROPERTY· SCANNER PERCON PT2000 POO09629 1997 $2,190.00 Beyond Repain 
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220859 COMPUTER SCIENCE MONITOR NET I;:XPRESS NOKlA445X 9603041612 1996 $1,9;),00 Beyond Repairs 
220873 COMPUTER SCIENCE PC CASE NET EXPRESS 166 96092008 1996 $3,407.00 Beyond Repairs 
221037 HSC-ANIMAL RESOliR PRINTER EPSON STYLUS I 500 2S)0000662 1996 $926.00 ObSt.)ICIC 
221066 HSC-LlBRAR Y MONITOR GATEWAY 2000 17VIV MH2754044765 1996 $705.00 Beyond Repairs 
221335 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU GA TEW A Y 2000 PSIOO 4726617 1996 $2,065.00 Beyond Repairs· 
221388 OFFICE OF RESEARCH CPU COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P5100 4529966 1996 $1,892.00 Beyond Repairs 
221391 OFFICE OF RESEARCH COMPUTER MONITOR VIVITRON 17" 7090976 1996 $670.00 Beyond Repairs 
221470 HSC-UBRARY MULTI PORT SPOOLER BLACK BOX CORP PI523A 960617823 1997 $591.00 Beyond Repairs 
222327 SOM-F AMIL Y & COM FAX MACHINE CANON LC5500 UBW36212 1997 $1,158.00 Beyond Repairs 
222617 PUBLIC AFFAIRS CPU COMPUTER GA TEW A Y 2000 P5-120 6262617 1997 $1,604.00 Beyond Repairs 
222762 COMPUTER SCIENCE HARD DISK DIGITAL SZI2CCA AB20700RYA 1992 $6,877.00 Beyond Repairs 
224534 PHYSICS & ASTRONO MONITOR APPLE 1710AV SG6047Q935H 1996 $948.00 Beyond Repairs 
224723 SOM-AHECIINTERDISC CPU COMPUTER NEC READY9717ES JCI745UMAI 1997 .$2,799.00 Beyond Repairs 
225342 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU ABC COMPUTER 486 FOP486 1992 $1,693.00 Obsolete 
225656 MA..XWELL MUSEUM S CPU LASER 486/33 S230079 1996 $876.00 Beyond Repai" 
226086 MECHANICAL ENGINE CPU COMPUTER MICRON P 166 MILLENIA 858994-0001 1997 $1,578.00 Beyond Repairs 
227518 SURPLUS PROPERTY- MP REPEATER ALLIED TELESIS AT 3606F-J3 SOJK7132H 1998 $1,353.00 Beyond Repairs 
230010 CHEMISTRY COMPUTER LAPTOP COMPUTER SOLUTI P166 N/A 1998 $3,252.00 Obsole[C 
230443 MA THEMA TICS & ST A CPU A TS COMPUTER 486DX250 16111 1998 $2,240.00 Beyond Repai" 
230676 SURPLUS PROPERTY- COPIER CANON NPI020 CXL31443 1991 $1,199.00 Beyond Repairs 
25. 
• 
UNM ID 
230677 
235092 
Dept. Turning In Equip Description 
SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU 
SOM-DIY OF NEONA T PRINTER 
Count of Items to Auction 479 
• 
Manuracturer 
GA Tj:WA Y 2000 
EPSON 
Cost of Items to Auction 
• 
Model Serial Year Acqu. Cost ReasonDeleted 
P566 257529 1994 $4,288.00 Obsolete 
IBM PROPRINTER 113637115 1999 $ 7 00.00 Obsolete 
$1,365,599.00 
